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microsimulation-based dynamic trac assignment (DTA)
 disaggregate demand simulator (one traveler at a time)
 disaggregate supply simulator (all travelers jointly)
•
calibration of DTA microsimulators
 use, e.g., trac counts to improve microscopic demand
 must identify how demand aects link ows
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microsimulation: 1800 potential travelers on either path
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for link 45 is 2·1200 veh
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= −1 explain this
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calibrates arbitrary demand dimensions from trac counts
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Proportional network loading: specication
•





(k) ∀i , k . (4)
•
does not account for spillback
•




























































coecients α, β are updated from simulated (demand/ow)
tuples
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 too many parameters
 identiability issues
•
preprocess demand by principal component (PC) analysis
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Global regression: specication 2
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is number of travelers that enter both link i and j
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Global regression: specication 3
•
M largest eigenvectors b
m
, m = 1 . . .M, of link demand
covariance matrix constitute demand PCs
•
















example network: 2 non-zero eigenvectors→3 regression
parameters
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An aggregate demand representation
principal demand components
coverage















proportional network loading fails in congested conditions
•
local regression switches o local regression when it fails
•
global regression captures spillback-induced eects
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